[The pilot program in Mexican clinical laboratories. III. The strategy for evaluating the quality of the results].
To explore the validity of a simple and rapid strategy which discriminates precision and accuracy of assays done in sera. The same group of 18 laboratories. The sera and results of glucose, urea, creatinine and urates assayed in the routine work of a single day were collected by auditors of an agency of the Ministry of Health. Six laboratories used autoanalyzers and 12 manual kits in the assays. The sera were transported that same day (stored in ice) to a reference laboratory (REF LAB) to repeat the assays as soon as possible. The REF LAB used a spectrum analyzer which showed, throughout the seven months of the study, excellent precision in its internal program and good accuracy in the international EQA program of the World Health Organization. STRATEGY OF ANALYSIS: Precision and accuracy were independently evaluated with two correlates per analyte and participant: the coefficient of correlation of paired results (REF LAB/participant) as a correlate of precision, and the mean of ratios of paired results (participant/REF LAB) as a correlate of accuracy. A correlation below 0.70 and a mean ratio outside of 1 +/- 0.15 were considered inadequate. only 62 systems had information (10 either lacked reagents or had no samples that day). Imprecision was observed in only 8 per cent of the analytes (5/62) which is lower than the 30 per cent usually seen in Mexican EQA programs. On the contrary, the frequency of inaccuracy was high, i.e. the ratios were inadequate in 44 per cent of the systems (28/62). Our strategy of evaluation was able to discriminate imprecision from inaccuracy. The low frequency of imprecision in the study suggests the possibility of an observer's effect on the observed (date and hour of the audit visit was known in advance). The high rate of inaccuracy highlights the convenience of having a larger local availability of reference materials and EQA programs with reliable control material. The search for indexes discriminating imprecision from inaccuracy should continue for use in laboratories with very little or no experience in EQA.